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1 Introduction
This is a proposal to encode the Bhaiksuki script in the Universal Character Set (ISO/IEC 10646). It replaces
the following documents:
• N4121 L2/11-259 “Preliminary Proposal to Encode the Bhaiksuki Script in ISO/IEC 10646”
• N4469 L2/13-167 “Proposal to Encode the Bhaiksuki Script in ISO/IEC 10646”
• N4489 L2/13-194 “Revised Proposal to Encode the Bhaiksuki Script in ISO/IEC 10646”
• L2/14-036 “Revised Proposal to Encode the Bhaiksuki Script in ISO/IEC 10646”
This document is a revision of L2/14-036. Major changes include revision of the glyphs for certain vowel
signs, the addition of two digits, and a second gap filler. Other changes include additional information on
contextual forms of vowel signs and consonant letters, as well as digits.
2 Background
Bhaiksuki ( bhaikṣukī ; Devanagari भैᭃुकᳱ) is a Brahmi-based script that was used around the turn of
the first millenium mainly in the present-day states of Bihar andWest Bengal in India, as well as in regions
that are now part of Bangladesh. Records have been also located in Tibet, Nepal, and Burma. The script is
known variously as the ‘Arrow-Headed Script’ or ‘Point-Headed Script’ in English, ‘Pfeilspitzenschrift’ in
German, and ‘Śaramātr̥kā Lipi’ in Hindi and modern Sanskrit. An older designation, ‘Sindhu(ra)’, has been
used in Tibet for at least three centuries.
The script is attested exclusively in Buddhist textual materials. Only eleven inscriptions and fourmanuscripts
written in this script are presently known to exist. These are the Bhaiksuki manuscripts of the Abhidhar-
masamuccayakārikā, Maṇicūḍajātaka, Candrālaṃkāra, and at least one more Buddhist canonical text. The
codex of the Abhidharmasamuccayakārikā was kept in Tibet in the 1940s, but it is now inaccessible and its
exact place of preservation is currently unknown. The fourth codex was discovered in Tibet and was recently
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Figure 1: Sites of inscriptions (▩) and manuscripts (◆) and other places (○) where Bhaiksuki has
reportedly been used (from Dimitrov 2010: 52).
shown in a Chinese documentary; however, information about this manuscript is still limited. It is likely that
additional materials in Bhaiksuki may become available in the future.
There has been scholarly interest in Bhaiksuki from the time that Cecil Bendall (1856–1906) presented the
script toWestern academic communities in the 1880s. In the 1890s, Bruno Liebich (1862–1939)made further
advances through his study of the materials available at the time. More recently, the Bhaiksuki manuscript
of the Maṇicūḍajātaka was studied by Albrecht Hanisch (2009) and the manuscript of the Candrālaṃkāra
was presented by Dragomir Dimitrov (2010) in a facsimile edition. During the period 2004–2008 the Arrow-
headed Script Project at the Philipps-Universität Marburg, Germany was engaged in research on Bhaiksuki
and in developing resources for study of this script.
3 Script Details
3.1 Name
The name of the proposed script block is ‘Bhaiksuki’, which is the simplified Latin form of the transliterated
Sanskrit name for the script, bhaikṣukī.
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3.2 Character Repertoire
The proposed ‘Bhaiksuki’ block consists of 97 characters. Character names are aligned with those used in
other scripts encoded in the UCS. A code chart and names list are attached.
3.3 Representative Glyphs
The representative glyphs for most of the proposed Bhaiksuki characters are based upon letterforms used in
the manuscript of the Candrālaṃkāra; the exceptions are a few glyphs excerpted from the manuscript of the
Maṇicūḍajātaka, as well as two glyphs for digits derived from another Buddhist Sanskrit manuscript (see
Section 3.15). The glyph shapes of the Candrālaṃkāra, as well as its character repertoire, are remarkably
homogenous, if not identical, to those used in the available Bhaiksuki manuscripts. The script is fairly
sophisticated and well-designed, possesses calligraphic qualities, and seems to be palaeographically quite
conservative across the available sources with respect to modifications.
3.4 Structure
The general structure (phonetic order, mātrā reordering, use of virāma, etc.) of Bhaiksuki is similar to that
of Devanagari. Some dependent vowel signs consist of two or three parts, which attach to the top and right of
letters. Several vowel signs have alternative forms when they combine with certain consonants, and certain
consonant-vowel sequences are written as ligatures. In some cases, consonant + virāma pairs are rendered
using both a visible virāma and a special ligature. Consonant clusters are represented as conjuncts.
The structure of a Bhaiksuki consonantal syllable may be described as follows:
consonant [consonant]* [vowel sign] [ | ] []
where there is one base consonant, which may occur in a conjunct with one or more consonants. The sources
show conjuncts containing at least three consonants, but theoretically the number may be greater. According
to the rules of the script, only one vowel sign may be used with a base consonant or conjunct. One of either
the  or  may occur with a consonant or vowel sign. The  may follow last.
3.5 Virāma
The ◌ 𑰿  is used for indicating the absence of the inherent vowel in a consonant letter. It is identical
in function to the  in Devanagari. Certain pairs of consonant +  are rendered as both with
visible  and as a special ligature (see Section 3.9).
3.6 Vowels
There are 13 vowel letters:
𑰀 
𑰁 
𑰂 
𑰃 
𑰄 
𑰅 
𑰆  
𑰇  
𑰈  
𑰊 
𑰋 
𑰌 
𑰍 
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The vowel letter *  is not attested, but space has been reserved for it.
3.7 Vowel Signs
There are 12 dependent vowel signs:
◌𑰯   
◌ 𑰰   
◌ 𑰱   
◌ 𑰲   
◌𑰳   
◌𑰴    
◌𑰵    
◌𑰶    
◌ 𑰸   
◌𑰹   
◌𑰺   
◌𑰻   
The *    is not attested, but space has been reserved for it.
Some vowel signs are written using alternative forms when they occur with certain consonants. These con-
textual forms are described in Section 3.10.
3.8 Consonants
There are 33 consonant letters:
𑰎 
𑰏 
𑰐 
𑰑 
𑰒 
𑰓 
𑰔 
𑰕 
𑰖 
𑰗 
𑰘 
𑰙 
𑰚 
𑰛 
𑰜 
𑰝 
𑰞 
𑰟 
𑰠 
𑰡 
𑰢 
𑰣 
𑰤 
𑰥 
𑰦 
𑰧 
𑰨 
𑰩 
𑰪 
𑰫 
𑰬 
𑰭 
𑰮 
Each consonant bears the inherent vowel /a/, which is silenced using ◌ 𑰿 . Consonant clusters are
written as conjuncts (see Section 3.11).
3.8.1 Contextual forms of consonants
The letters , ,  are slightly modified when they occur with specific vowel signs.
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 The letter𑰢  has the contextual form when it occurs with certain vowel signs. The regular form
is used with:
 pu <𑰢 , ◌𑰲   >
 pū <𑰢 , ◌𑰳   >
 pr̥ <𑰢 , ◌𑰴    >
 pe <𑰢 , ◌𑰸   >
 pai <𑰢 , ◌𑰹   >
 po <𑰢 , ◌𑰺   >
 pau <𑰢 , ◌𑰻   >
The alternative form is used with:
 pā <𑰢 , ◌𑰯   >
 pi <𑰢 , ◌𑰰   >
 pī <𑰢 , ◌𑰱   >
This alternative shape also occurs in consonant conjuncts when  is a non-initial consonant.
 The letter𑰧  takes a contextual form when it combines with   ,   , 
 ,   :
 yu <𑰧 , ◌𑰲   >
 ye <𑰧 , ◌𑰸   >
 yai <𑰧 , ◌𑰹   >
 yo <𑰧 , ◌𑰺   >
 yau <𑰧 , ◌𑰻   >
 The letter𑰨  takes a contextual form when it combines with all vowel signs, eg.:
 re <𑰨 , ◌ 𑰸   >
 rai <𑰨 , ◌𑰹   >
3.9 Consonant-Virama Ligatures
Sequences of <consonant, > are rendered by default using a visible . However, three combi-
nations are also represented using a special ligature, which is referred to here as a “khaṇḍa” form:
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combining virāma khaṇḍa ligature
𑰝  + ◌𑰿  𑰝𑰿 
𑰡  + ◌𑰿  𑰡𑰿 
𑰦  + ◌𑰿  𑰦𑰿 
An analysis of the available manuscripts indicates that there is no semantic distinction between the visible
virāma forms and the khaṇḍa ligatures. The two forms of <, > and <, > are used alter-
nately in the same context. The khaṇḍa form of  is used inconsistently and when it does occur, its use is
functionally identical to ৎ +09CE    . The combination <, > occurs
only as the khaṇḍa ligature in the available sources.
It is necessary to represent both the virāma and khaṇḍa forms because they occur simultaneously. More-
over, they must be distinguished for analytical purposes. For instance, in a pedagogical text on Bhaiksuki
palaeography that describes the formation of the conjunct mpa, it is necessary to render <, >
using a visible , eg. the statement “𑰦𑰿 m +𑰢 pa → mpa” properly expresses the rule that a
conjoining form of  is written beneath the regular form of  in order to produce the conjunct mpa, while
the statement “ m +𑰢 pa → mpa” does not correctly do so.
Given that there are only three attested khaṇḍa forms, it is possible to encode each as independent characters.
The limitation of this approach is that the possible discovery of other khaṇḍa formswould require the separate
encoding of each as characters. Another option is to encode a combining character with -like behavior
and properties, which would control the representation of khaṇḍa forms. Such a control character would
allow for a generic way of representing both existing and other potential khaṇḍa forms; however, encoding
such a character may increase the complexities of implementing support for the script in rendering engines.
As there is no known semantic distinction between the khaṇḍa forms and their visible virāma representations,
the three ligatures are to be considered contextual variants and will not be represented in plain text. The
display of khaṇḍa forms is to be controlled using smart font ligature features, such as those available in
Graphite and OpenType. If a requirement to represent these khaṇḍa ligatures at the character level arises as
a result of new information, then the matter may be discussed again at that time.
3.10 Consonant-Vowel Combinations
Several vowel signs are written using alternative forms when they combine with certain consonants. This is
standard behavior for Bhaiksuki.
Regular Alternative
   ◌𑰯 ◌, ◌
   ◌𑰲 ◌
   ◌𑰳 ◌
   ◌𑰸 ◌, ◌
Regular Alternative
   ◌𑰹 ◌, ◌
   ◌𑰺 ◌, ◌, ◌ 
   ◌𑰻 ◌, ◌, ◌
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These alternative forms are contextual variants. Their usage is to be managed in the font, which should
substitute the appropriate alternative form of a vowel sign based upon the presence of the base consonant.
3.10.1   
The    has the regular shape ◌𑰯 and the alternative shapes ◌ and ◌.
The regular form ◌𑰯 consists of an arrow-head  with a small stroke  extending from the bottom-right
corner of the arrow. This form is used with , , , , , , , , , , , , , 
and attaches to the right of the arrow of a letter:
 kā <𑰎 , ◌𑰯   >
 cā <𑰓 , ◌𑰯   >
 ḍā <𑰟 , ◌𑰯   >
 tā <𑰝 , ◌𑰯   >
 dā <𑰟 , ◌𑰯   >
 hā <𑰮 , ◌𑰯   >
When the sign occurs with , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,  —
letters with two arrow-heads or whose arrow-head is positioned to the right of the body — it is rendered as
a small stroke ◌ that is appended to the bottom-right corner of the right-hand arrow of a letter:
 ghā <𑰑 , ◌𑰯   >
 ṅā <𑰒 , ◌𑰯   >
 jā <𑰕 , ◌𑰯   >
 ṭhā <𑰙 , ◌𑰯   >
 ṇā <𑰜 , ◌𑰯   >
 thā <𑰞 , ◌𑰯   >
 dhā <𑰠 , ◌𑰯   >
 pā <𑰢 , ◌𑰯   >
 bā <𑰤 , ◌𑰯   >
 yā <𑰧 , ◌𑰯   >
 lā <𑰩 , ◌𑰯   >
 śā <𑰫 , ◌𑰯   >
 sā <𑰭 , ◌𑰯   >
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The sign takes the shape ◌ when it occurs with𑰏 , which has no arrow-head:
 khā <𑰏 , ◌𑰯   >
With𑰗 , the sign is written as a short vertical stroke  appended to the bottom of the letter’s body:
 ñā <𑰗 , ◌𑰯   >
3.10.2   
The ◌𑰰    replaces the arrow-head of the letter with which it occurs:
 ki <𑰎 , ◌ 𑰰   >
 gi <𑰐 , ◌ 𑰰   >
 ñi <𑰗 , ◌𑰰   >
 ṭhi <𑰙 , ◌𑰰   >
 dhi <𑰠 , ◌𑰰   >
 di <𑰟 , ◌ 𑰰   >
 ti <𑰝 , ◌ 𑰰   >
With letters that have two arrow-heads, the    is written in place of the right-hand arrow-head:
 ṅi <𑰒 , ◌𑰰   >
 mi <𑰦 , ◌𑰰   >
 yi <𑰧 , ◌𑰰   >
 si <𑰭 , ◌𑰰   >
In the case of , which has no arrow head, the sign attaches to the upper right side of the letter:
 khi <𑰏 , ◌𑰰   >
When    occurs in a conjunct in which  is the initial consonant (repha), the sign is written in
place of the repha:
 rtta <𑰨 , ◌ 𑰿 ,𑰝 , ◌ 𑰿 ,𑰝 >
 rtti <𑰨 , ◌ 𑰿 ,𑰝 , ◌ 𑰿 ,𑰝 , ◌ 𑰰   >
 rya <𑰨 , ◌ 𑰿 ,𑰧 >
 ryi <𑰨 , ◌ 𑰿 ,𑰧 , ◌ 𑰰   >
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3.10.3   
The◌ 𑰱    behaves analogically to◌ 𑰰    in that it replaces the arrow-head of the letter
with which it occurs:
 kī <𑰎 , ◌𑰱   >
 ñī <𑰗 , ◌ 𑰱   >
 dhī <𑰠 , ◌ 𑰱   >
 dī <𑰟 , ◌ 𑰱   >
 pī <𑰢 , ◌ 𑰱   >
 śī <𑰫 , ◌ 𑰱   >
With letters that have two arrow-heads, the    is written in place of the right-hand arrow-head:
 ṇī <𑰜 , ◌𑰱   >
 mī <𑰦 , ◌𑰱   >
 sī <𑰭 , ◌𑰱   >
In the case of , which has no arrow head, the sign attaches to the upper-right side of the letter:
 khī <𑰏 , ◌ 𑰱   >
3.10.4   
The    is written beneath a letter. It has the regular form ◌𑰲 and the alternative form ◌ . The
regular form occurs with all consonants except for , , , , , :
 cu <𑰓 , ◌𑰲   >
 ju <𑰕 , ◌𑰲   >
 yu <𑰧 , ◌𑰲   >
 lu <𑰩 , ◌𑰲   >
The alternative shape ◌  occurs with , , , , :
 ku <𑰎 , ◌𑰲   >
 gu <𑰐 , ◌ 𑰲   >
 tu <𑰝 , ◌𑰲   >
 bhu <𑰥 , ◌𑰲   >
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 śu <𑰫 , ◌ 𑰲   >
It takes the same shape with non-initial :
 dru <𑰟 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰨 , ◌ 𑰲   >
 śru <𑰫 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰨 , ◌ 𑰲   >
However, when the sign occurs with an independent  the combination is rendered as a ligature:
 ru <𑰨 , ◌ 𑰲   >
3.10.5   
The    is written beneath a consonant letter. It has the regular form ◌ 𑰳 and the alternative form
◌ . The regular form occurs with all consonants except for , , , , , :
 cū <𑰓 , ◌𑰳   >
 jū <𑰕 , ◌𑰳   >
 dū <𑰟 , ◌𑰳   >
 lū <𑰩 , ◌𑰳   >
The alternative form ◌  occurs with , , , , :
 kū <𑰎 , ◌ 𑰳   >
 gū <𑰐 , ◌ 𑰳   >
 tū <𑰝 , ◌ 𑰳   >
 bhū <𑰥 , ◌ 𑰳   >
 śū <𑰫 , ◌𑰳   >
It takes the same shape with non-initial :
 bhrū <𑰥 ,𑰨 , ◌ 𑰳   >
 śrū <𑰫 ,𑰨 , ◌ 𑰳   >
However, when the sign occurs with an independent  the combination is written as a special ligature:
 rū <𑰨 , ◌ 𑰳   >
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3.10.6    
The ◌ 𑰴     is written as an extension of the final downward stroke of the letter with
which it occurs:
 kr̥ <𑰎 , ◌ 𑰴    >
 gr̥ <𑰐 , ◌𑰴    >
 nr̥ <𑰡 , ◌𑰴    >
The combination of a consonant with     is clearly differentiated from a conjunct in-
volving  in non-initial position:
 tra <𑰝 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰨 >
 tr̥ <𑰝 , ◌ 𑰴    >
 sra <𑰭 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰨 >
 sr̥ <𑰭 , ◌ 𑰴    >
3.10.7    
The ◌𑰵     is written by adding another stroke beneath ◌𑰴    :
 kr̥̄ <𑰎 , ◌ 𑰵    >
 gr̥̄ <𑰐 , ◌𑰵    >
 nr̥̄ <𑰡 , ◌𑰵    >
3.10.8    
The ◌𑰶     attaches below the letter:
 dl̥ <𑰟 , ◌ 𑰶    >
3.10.9   
The    has the regular shape ◌𑰸 and the alternative forms ◌ and ◌ .
The regular form ◌𑰸 occurs with , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
, , , , , , . With letters in this set that have a single arrow-head, the arrow-head is shifted
to the right, and the sign attaches to the top of the letter:
 ke <𑰎 , ◌𑰸   >
 ce <𑰓 , ◌ 𑰸   >
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 che <𑰔 , ◌ 𑰸   >
 ḍhe <𑰛 , ◌ 𑰸   >
 te <𑰝 , ◌𑰸   >
 de <𑰟 , ◌ 𑰸   >
 ne <𑰡 , ◌𑰸   >
 bhe <𑰥 , ◌𑰸   >
 re <𑰨 , ◌ 𑰸   >
 le <𑰩 , ◌ 𑰸   >
 he <𑰮 , ◌ 𑰸   >
For letters with two arrow-heads, the sign is written in place of the left arrow-head:
 je <𑰕 , ◌ 𑰸   >
 pe <𑰢 , ◌ 𑰸   >
 me <𑰦 , ◌ 𑰸   >
 ye <𑰧 , ◌ 𑰸   >
 ṣe <𑰬 , ◌𑰸   >
 se <𑰭 , ◌𑰸   >
When it occurs with , , , , , , , , — in which the arrow-head is placed to
the right of the letter body — it is written using the alternative form ◌, which attaches to the arrow-head:
 ge <𑰐 , ◌ 𑰸   >
 ṭe <𑰘 , ◌𑰸   >
 ṭhe <𑰙 , ◌ 𑰸   >
 ṇe <𑰜 , ◌ 𑰸   >
 the <𑰞 , ◌ 𑰸   >
 dhe <𑰠 , ◌ 𑰸   >
 śe <𑰫 , ◌ 𑰸   >
With , which has no arrow-head, the sign is written as a stroke ◌  that attaches to the top of the letter:
 khe <𑰏 , ◌ 𑰸   >
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3.10.10   
The    has the regular shape ◌𑰹 and the alternative forms ◌ and ◌ .
The regular form ◌𑰹 consists of two parts and is a composite of the regular and primary alternative forms
of   . Its behavior is analogous to that of   : the arrow-head is shifted to the right,
the top part 𑰸 of the sign attaches to the top of the letter, and the right-hand stroke  attaches to the top of
the arrow-head. The regular form occurs with , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
, , , , , , , , , .
 kai <𑰎 , ◌𑰹   >
 cai <𑰓 , ◌𑰹   >
 tai <𑰝 , ◌𑰹   >
 nai <𑰡 , ◌𑰹   >
 dai <𑰟 , ◌𑰹   >
 vai <𑰪 , ◌𑰹   >
 hai <𑰮 , ◌𑰹   >
For letters in the group that have two arrow-heads, the top part 𑰸 replaces the left arrow-head, while the
right-hand stroke  attaches to the top of the right-hand arrow-head:
 jai <𑰕 , ◌𑰹   >
 pai <𑰢 , ◌𑰹   >
 sai <𑰭 , ◌𑰹   >
When the sign occurs with , , , , , , , , —whose arrow-head lies to the
right of the body — it is written as ◌ and attaches to the arrow-head:
 ṇai <𑰜 , ◌𑰹   >
 śai <𑰫 , ◌𑰹   >
With the letter , which does not have an arrow-head, the    is written as a loop ◌ attached
to the top of the letter:
 khai <𑰏 , ◌𑰹   >
3.10.11   
The    has the regular shape ◌𑰺 and the alternative forms ◌, ◌, ◌ .
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The regular form ◌𑰺 is a combination of ◌ 𑰸    and the contextual form ◌ of  
. It occurs with , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
. For letters in this set that have one arrow-head, the vowel sign behaves analogous to   : the
arrow-head of the letter is shifted to the right, the top part 𑰸 of the sign attaches to the top of the letter, and
the stroke  is attached to the bottom-right of the arrow head.
 ko <𑰎 , ◌𑰺   >
 co <𑰓 , ◌𑰺   >
 to <𑰝 , ◌𑰺   >
 bho <𑰥 , ◌𑰺   >
 lo <𑰩 , ◌𑰺   >
 vo <𑰪 , ◌𑰺   >
For letters in this set with two arrow-heads, the top part 𑰸of the sign replaces the left arrow-head of the
consonant and the stroke  attaches to the bottom right of the right-hand arrow-head.
 jo <𑰕 , ◌𑰺   >
 bo <𑰤 , ◌𑰺   >
 mo <𑰦 , ◌𑰺   >
 yo <𑰧 , ◌𑰺   >
 sso <𑰬 , ◌𑰺   >
 so <𑰭 , ◌𑰺   >
When ◌𑰺    occurs with , , , its form is slightly modified such that the stroke  is
elongated vertically as . The arrow-head is shifted to the right, the top part of the sign attaches to the top
of the letter and the stroke  attaches beneath the arrow:
 ḍo <𑰚 , ◌𑰺   >
 no <𑰡 , ◌𑰺   >
 ro <𑰨 , ◌𑰺   >
When the sign occurs with , , , , , , , ,  — whose arrow-head is to the
right of the body — it is written as ◌. With these letters, the top part 𑰸of ◌𑰺    is written
as ◌ . The stroke  attaches to the bottom-right of the arrow.
 go <𑰐 , ◌𑰺   >
 ṅo <𑰒 , ◌𑰺   >
 ṭo <𑰘 , ◌𑰺   >
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 ṭho <𑰙 , ◌𑰺   >
 ṇo <𑰜 , ◌𑰺   >
 tho <𑰞 , ◌𑰺   >
 dho <𑰠 , ◌𑰺   >
 śo <𑰫 , ◌𑰺   >
With , the vertical stroke  extending beneath the arrow-head is truncated and moved to below the body
of the letter and is replaced with the stroke , which attaches to the bottom-right of the arrow-head:
 ño <𑰗 , ◌𑰺   >
When the sign occurs with  it is written as ◌, which is based upon the forms of    and
   used with the letter. The form is a variation of ◌ in which the stroke  is elongated as :
 kho <𑰏 , ◌𑰺   >
3.10.12   
The    has the regular shape ◌𑰻 and the alternative forms ◌, ◌, ◌
The regular form ◌𑰻 is a combination of ◌𑰹    and the contextual form ◌ of  
. This form occurs with , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
, . For letters in this set that have one arrow-head, the vowel sign behaves analogous to  
: the arrow-head of the letter is shifted to the right, the top part 𑰸 of the sign attaches to the top of the
letter, the stroke  attaches to the top of the arrow-head, and the stroke  attaches to the bottom-right of the
arrow head.
 cau <𑰓 , ◌𑰻   >
 ḍhau <𑰛 , ◌𑰻   >
 dau <𑰟 , ◌𑰻   >
 bhau <𑰥 , ◌𑰻   >
 lau <𑰩 , ◌𑰻   >
 vau <𑰪 , ◌𑰻   >
For letters in this set with two arrow-heads, the top part 𑰸of the sign replaces the left arrow-head, the 
attaches to the top of the right arrow-head, and the stroke  attaches to the bottom right of the right-hand
arrow-head.
 pau <𑰢 , ◌𑰻   >
 yau <𑰧 , ◌𑰻   >
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 sau <𑰭 , ◌𑰻   >
When ◌𑰻    occurs with , , , its form is slightly modified such that the stroke  is
elongated vertically as . The arrow-head is shifted to the right, the top part of the sign attaches to the top of
the letter, the right-hand stroke attaches to the top of the arrow, and the stroke  attaches beneath the arrow:
 nau <𑰡 , ◌𑰻   >
The    takes the alternative shape ◌ when it is written with , , , , , ,
, , . The top part  is a left-ward curving extension of the corresponding alternative form ◌ 
of    used with these letters.
 gau <𑰐 , ◌𑰻   >
 ṇau <𑰜 , ◌𑰻   >
 dhau <𑰠 , ◌𑰻   >
 śau <𑰫 , ◌𑰻   >
The combination of𑰗  with    is not attested; however, the sign would take the shape
◌ with this letter, analogous to the form of    used with it.
Additionally, although the combination is not attested, when    occurs with , the expected
form would be ◌, which is patterned upon the form ◌  of    used with :
 khau <𑰏 , ◌𑰻   >
3.11 Consonant Conjuncts
Consonant clusters are written as conjuncts, which are generally rendered as vertically stacked ligatures,
with non-initial consonants joined sequentially beneath the initial letter. In some cases, conjuncts may be
rendered as independent ligatures. The encoded representation for conjuncts is
<consonant, ◌𑰿 , [consonant, ◌𑰿 ,]* consonant>
Generally, the arrow-heads of non-initial consonants are removed when they are subjoined, eg. see cca, tta,
dda below. In some cases, however, the consonant retains its arrow-head, eg. see ṅga, ṅśa, jña, ṣṭa below.
Examples of conjuncts are:
 kṣa <𑰎 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰬 >
 ggra <𑰐 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰐 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰨 >
 gna <𑰐 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰡 >
 ṅga <𑰒 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰐 >
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 ṅśa <𑰒 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰫 >
 cca <𑰓 , ◌ 𑰿 ,𑰓 >
 jña <𑰕 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰗 >
 ṇḍa <𑰜 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰚 >
 ṇṇa <𑰜 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰜 >
 tka <𑰝 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰎 >
 tta <𑰝 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰝 >
 tpa <𑰝 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰢 >
 dda <𑰟 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰟 >
 ddha <𑰟 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰠 >
 ntha <𑰡 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰞 >
 ndha <𑰡 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰟 >
 nna <𑰡 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰡 >
 bdha <𑰤 , ◌ 𑰿 ,𑰠 >
 ṣka <𑰬 , ◌ 𑰿 ,𑰎 >
 ṣṭa <𑰬 , ◌ 𑰿 ,𑰘 >
 hna <𑰮 , ◌ 𑰿 ,𑰎 >
 hma <𑰮 , ◌ 𑰿 ,𑰎 >
3.11.1 Contextual forms of consonants in conjuncts
Several letters take special forms when they occur in conjuncts:
 When initial,𑰎  is slightly modified to:
 kta <𑰎 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰝 >
 kra <𑰎 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰨 >
 kṣa <𑰎 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰬 >
 ksa <𑰎 , ◌ 𑰿 ,𑰭> >
 kya <𑰎 , ◌ 𑰿 ,𑰧 >
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 The letter𑰢  takes the contextual form when non-initial in a cluster:
 mpa <𑰦 , ◌ 𑰿 ,𑰨 >
 When cluster initial,𑰨  is written as an arrow-head ◌ repha above the following consonant in the
cluster:
 rka <𑰨 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰎 >
 rvva <𑰨 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰪 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰪 >
 rśa <𑰨 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰫 >
When repha occurs with a letter that has two arrow-heads, eg. 𑰭 ,𑰧 , etc., it is attached to the
right-hand arrow-head:
 rya <𑰨 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰧 >
When  occurs in the final position in a cluster it is written using the subjoined form ◌ (note the differen-
tiation from ◌ 𑰴    ):
 tra <𑰝 , ◌ 𑰿 ,𑰨 >
 tr̥ <𑰝 , ◌𑰴    >
When𑰆     occurs with , the latter is written as repha and placed above the arrow-
head of the vowel letter:
 rr̥ <𑰨 , ◌ 𑰴    >
 When in conjunct final position,𑰧  is written as the subjoined form ◌:
 kya <𑰎 , ◌ 𑰿 ,𑰧 >
 jya <𑰕 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰧 >
 yya <𑰧 , ◌𑰿 ,𑰧 >
3.11.2 Conjuncts and Vowel Signs
Above-base and spacing signs attach to the glyph of the initial consonant, while below-base signs attach to
the glyph of the final consonant:
 kta <𑰎 , ◌ 𑰿 ,𑰝 >
 ktā <𑰎 , ◌ 𑰿 ,𑰝 , ◌𑰯   >
 kti <𑰎 , ◌ 𑰿 ,𑰝 , ◌ 𑰰   >
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 ktu <𑰎 , ◌ 𑰿 ,𑰝 , ◌𑰲   >
 ktau <𑰎 , ◌ 𑰿 ,𑰝 , ◌𑰺   >
 ktyā <𑰎 , ◌ 𑰿 ,𑰝 , ◌ 𑰿 ,𑰧 , ◌𑰯   >
The shaping of vowel signs is dependent upon the letter to which they attach (see section 3.10).
3.12 Various Signs
Candrabindu The◌ 𑰼   is used for nasalization. The variant form◌  is written with a dot
instead of a ring. This form is a glyphic variant and is semantically identical to the regular form.
Anusvara The◌𑰽   is used for nasalization. It has the variant form◌, written as a dot instead
of as a ring. The dotted form is a glyphic variant and is semantically identical to the regular form.
Visarga The ◌𑰾   represents post-vocalic aspiration (/h/) in Sanskrit.
Avagraha The 𑱀   marks the elision of word-initial𑰀 a in Sanskrit as a result of sandhi.
3.13 Punctuation
Daṇḍā-s The 𑱁  and 𑱂   are marks of general punctuation.
Word Separator The 𑱃   is used for demarcating lexical boundaries. It is written at the
head-height. It also appears as a  dot instead of a vertical bar.
3.14 Gap Fillers
The 𑱄  - and 𑱅  - are used as spacing or completion marks, especially for justifying
a text block both at the end of the line before the binding area of the palm-leaf, as well as at the absolute end
of a line. In other cases, the marks are used for indicating a gap after a deletion or to indicate a lacuna. In
some cases, 𑱅  - is used as mark of deletion and is written over the text to be erased.
The 𑱄  - consists of three short diagonal lines written one above the other. It may also appear as
three dots written vertically when the diagonal lines are rendered so short that they appear as dots. The 𑱅
 - consists of a middle dot enclosed vertically by an upward and downward pointing arrow.
3.15 Digits
There is a set of decimal digits (sometimes referred to as ”figure-numerals” in the scholarly literature): 𑱐
, 𑱑 ,𑱒 ,𑱓 , 𑱔 ,𑱕 ,𑱖 , 𑱗 ,𑱘 ,𑱙 .
The digits , ,  ..  occur in the available manuscripts, while  and  do not. De-
spite the lack of evidence of  and , it is clear that the attested eight digits are part of a complete
decimal system, which corresponds to sets of digits in related scripts. Based upon this rationale, provisional
glyphs have been assigned for Bhaiksuki  and . From a palaeographical perspective, the forms of
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 and  are extremely conservative and uniform and are well-attested in other scripts used contem-
poraneously with Bhaiksuki (cf. Bendall (1883), eg. Cambridge MSS Add. 1645 and 1683, shown here in
figure 35). The glyphs for  and  proposed here are based upon the corresponding digits attested
in these two Buddhist Sanskrit manuscripts kept at the Cambridge University Library. It is likely that these
glyphs accurately represent the forms of these digits in the Bhaiksuki script. If distinctive forms for 
and  are identified in manuscripts written in Bhaiksuki, then the provisional glyphs may be replaced
with the attested forms at that time.
The inclusion of provisional glyphs for  and  also serves a practical technical purpose. Currently,
the Unicode general category ‘Nd’ (Number, digit) is assigned only to characters that belong to a complete
set of ten digits. If a decimal set is incomplete the general category ‘No’ (Number, other) is assigned to the
digits. Although it is clear that the Bhaiksuki digits belong to a complete set of ten digits, the absence of
 and  will require that the general category for , ,  ..  be assigned ‘No’ instead
of ‘Nd’. If  and  are identified in the future, their inclusion in the block will require a change of
the general category from ‘No’ to ‘Nd’ for the existing digits. Encoding a full set of Bhaiksuki digits with
provisional glyphs for  and  is, therefore, a practical solution.
3.16 Numbers
There is a positional number system used in addition to digits. It contains numbers (referred to as ‘letter-
numerals’ in the scholarly literature) for the primary and tens units and a unit mark for representing the
hundreds:
𑱚  
𑱛  
𑱜  
𑱝  
𑱞  
𑱟  
𑱠  
𑱡  
𑱢  
𑱣  
𑱤  
𑱥  
𑱦  
𑱧  
𑱨  
𑱩  
𑱪  
𑱫  
𑱬   
The system theoretically provides for the writing of numbers in the range 1–9,999. However, numbers
beyond 264 are not attested in the available manuscripts (see figure 34 for examples in addition to those
provided below).
Bhaiksuki numbers are written vertically with each unit occupying a separate line, such that the largest unit
is written first and smaller units descend in order beneath the larger unit. For instance, the number 11 is
expressed by stacking 𑱚   beneath𑱣  , 12 by placing 𑱛   beneath𑱣
 , etc. This pattern applies to the numbers 10–99. Shown below are the numbers 10–19:
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
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The hundreds are expressed as a linear pair of the 𑱬    and a primary number (𑱚
  .. 𑱢  ), which represents the magnitude of the order. The pair is written upon
the same line, eg. 𑱬𑱚 100, 𑱬𑱛 200, etc. Smaller units are stacked beneath the compound; shown below
are the numbers 110–119:
110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119
The control of vertical orientation is currently beyond the scope of character encoding and is to be managed
in the font. For this reason, although the expected layout of Bhaiksuki numbers is vertical top to bottom, it
is expected that the default will be horizontal left to right. Below are examples of encoded representations
of Bhaiksuki numbers:
Expected Default
𑱬𑱚 𑱬𑱚 100 <𑱬   , 𑱚  >
𑱬𑱚𑱚 𑱬𑱚𑱚 101 <𑱬   , 𑱚  ,𑱚  >
𑱬𑱚𑱣𑱚 𑱬𑱚𑱣𑱚 111 <𑱬   , 𑱚  ,𑱣  , 𑱚  >
The default, or horizontal, orientation might not be desired, but it is, nonetheless, semantically valid and
unambiguous as each unit occupies a separate line. For achieving proper vertical orientation the rendering
engine should first consider any sequence of 𑱬    and a following number as a pair
and should retain both characters on the same line. Every number that follows should be displayed upon a
separate line. Given the nature of the system, the maximum number of characters in a semantically-valid
sequence is 4 characters, as exemplified in the sequence for 111 shown above.
3.17 Editorial marks
Editorial marks, such as the insertionmarks and, are used commonly in Bhaiksuki manuscripts. These
are presently not proposed for encoding. The deletion and insertion marks resemble editorial marks used in
other Indic scripts. It may be practical to unify these characters in a separate block of pan-Indic and generic
editorial marks.
3.18 Ornaments
In the Bhaiksuki manuscript shown recently in a Chinese documentary two elaborately ornamented cakra-s
in different colors are visible. These may be classified as proper ornaments. However, analysis of these
ornaments requires access to the newly revealed manuscript. In the manuscript of the Maṇicūḍajātaka the
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sign𑱢 is used in one instance apparently as an ornamental device. It is graphically identical to𑱢 
. Until additional information is available, this sign is to be represented using  .
3.19 Collation
The primary collating order for Bhaiksuki is as follows:
𑰀  < 𑰁  < 𑰂  < 𑰃  < 𑰄  < 𑰅  < 𑰆   <
𑰇   < 𑰈   < 𑰊  < 𑰋  < 𑰌  < 𑰍  < 𑰎  <
𑰏  < 𑰐  < 𑰑  < 𑰒  < 𑰓  < 𑰔  < 𑰕  <
𑰖  < 𑰗  < 𑰘  < 𑰙  < 𑰚  < 𑰛  < 𑰜  <
𑰝  < 𑰞  < 𑰟  < 𑰠  < 𑰡  < 𑰢  < 𑰣  < 𑰤  <
𑰥  < 𑰦  < 𑰧  < 𑰨  < 𑰩  < 𑰪  < 𑰫  < 𑰬  <
𑰭  < 𑰮  < 𑱀  < ◌𑰯   < ◌𑰰   < ◌𑰱   <
◌ 𑰲   < ◌ 𑰳   < ◌ 𑰴    < ◌ 𑰵    <
◌ 𑰶    < ◌ 𑰸   < ◌𑰹   < ◌𑰺   < ◌𑰻   <
◌ 𑰿 
The following characters have secondary weights:
◌ 𑰼 . ◌ 𑰽 , ◌𑰾 ,
4 Character Data
4.1 Character Properties
The properties for Bhaiksuki characters in the Unicode Character Database format are:
11C00;BHAIKSUKI LETTER A;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C01;BHAIKSUKI LETTER AA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C02;BHAIKSUKI LETTER I;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C03;BHAIKSUKI LETTER II;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C04;BHAIKSUKI LETTER U;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C05;BHAIKSUKI LETTER UU;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C06;BHAIKSUKI LETTER VOCALIC R;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C07;BHAIKSUKI LETTER VOCALIC RR;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C08;BHAIKSUKI LETTER VOCALIC L;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C0A;BHAIKSUKI LETTER E;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C0B;BHAIKSUKI LETTER AI;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C0C;BHAIKSUKI LETTER O;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C0D;BHAIKSUKI LETTER AU;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C0E;BHAIKSUKI LETTER KA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C0F;BHAIKSUKI LETTER KHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
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11C10;BHAIKSUKI LETTER GA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C11;BHAIKSUKI LETTER GHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C12;BHAIKSUKI LETTER NGA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C13;BHAIKSUKI LETTER CA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C14;BHAIKSUKI LETTER CHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C15;BHAIKSUKI LETTER JA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C16;BHAIKSUKI LETTER JHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C17;BHAIKSUKI LETTER NYA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C18;BHAIKSUKI LETTER TTA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C19;BHAIKSUKI LETTER TTHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C1A;BHAIKSUKI LETTER DDA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C1B;BHAIKSUKI LETTER DDHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C1C;BHAIKSUKI LETTER NNA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C1D;BHAIKSUKI LETTER TA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C1E;BHAIKSUKI LETTER THA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C1F;BHAIKSUKI LETTER DA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C20;BHAIKSUKI LETTER DHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C21;BHAIKSUKI LETTER NA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C22;BHAIKSUKI LETTER PA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C23;BHAIKSUKI LETTER PHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C24;BHAIKSUKI LETTER BA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C25;BHAIKSUKI LETTER BHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C26;BHAIKSUKI LETTER MA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C27;BHAIKSUKI LETTER YA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C28;BHAIKSUKI LETTER RA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C29;BHAIKSUKI LETTER LA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C2A;BHAIKSUKI LETTER VA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C2B;BHAIKSUKI LETTER SHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C2C;BHAIKSUKI LETTER SSA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C2D;BHAIKSUKI LETTER SA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C2E;BHAIKSUKI LETTER HA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C2F;BHAIKSUKI VOWEL SIGN AA;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C30;BHAIKSUKI VOWEL SIGN I;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11C31;BHAIKSUKI VOWEL SIGN II;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11C32;BHAIKSUKI VOWEL SIGN U;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11C33;BHAIKSUKI VOWEL SIGN UU;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11C34;BHAIKSUKI VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC R;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11C35;BHAIKSUKI VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC RR;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11C36;BHAIKSUKI VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC L;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11C38;BHAIKSUKI VOWEL SIGN E;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C39;BHAIKSUKI VOWEL SIGN AI;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C3A;BHAIKSUKI VOWEL SIGN O;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C3B;BHAIKSUKI VOWEL SIGN AU;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C3C;BHAIKSUKI SIGN CANDRABINDU;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11C3D;BHAIKSUKI SIGN ANUSVARA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11C3E;BHAIKSUKI SIGN VISARGA;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C3F;BHAIKSUKI SIGN VIRAMA;Mn;9;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C40;BHAIKSUKI SIGN AVAGRAHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C41;BHAIKSUKI DANDA;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C42;BHAIKSUKI DOUBLE DANDA;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C43;BHAIKSUKI WORD SEPARATOR;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C44;BHAIKSUKI GAP FILLER-1;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C45;BHAIKSUKI GAP FILLER-2;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11C50;BHAIKSUKI DIGIT ZERO;Nd;0;L;;0;0;0;N;;;;;
11C51;BHAIKSUKI DIGIT ONE;Nd;0;L;;1;1;1;N;;;;;
11C52;BHAIKSUKI DIGIT TWO;Nd;0;L;;2;2;2;N;;;;;
11C53;BHAIKSUKI DIGIT THREE;Nd;0;L;;3;3;3;N;;;;;
11C54;BHAIKSUKI DIGIT FOUR;Nd;0;L;;4;4;4;N;;;;;
11C55;BHAIKSUKI DIGIT FIVE;Nd;0;L;;5;5;5;N;;;;;
11C56;BHAIKSUKI DIGIT SIX;Nd;0;L;;6;6;6;N;;;;;
11C57;BHAIKSUKI DIGIT SEVEN;Nd;0;L;;7;7;7;N;;;;;
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11C58;BHAIKSUKI DIGIT EIGHT;Nd;0;L;;8;8;8;N;;;;;
11C59;BHAIKSUKI DIGIT NINE;Nd;0;L;;9;9;9;N;;;;;
11C5A;BHAIKSUKI NUMBER ONE;No;0;L;;;;1;N;;;;;
11C5B;BHAIKSUKI NUMBER TWO;No;0;L;;;;2;N;;;;;
11C5C;BHAIKSUKI NUMBER THREE;No;0;L;;;;3;N;;;;;
11C5D;BHAIKSUKI NUMBER FOUR;No;0;L;;;;4;N;;;;;
11C5E;BHAIKSUKI NUMBER FIVE;No;0;L;;;;5;N;;;;;
11C5F;BHAIKSUKI NUMBER SIX;No;0;L;;;;6;N;;;;;
11C60;BHAIKSUKI NUMBER SEVEN;No;0;L;;;;7;N;;;;;
11C61;BHAIKSUKI NUMBER EIGHT;No;0;L;;;;8;N;;;;;
11C62;BHAIKSUKI NUMBER NINE;No;0;L;;;;9;N;;;;;
11C63;BHAIKSUKI NUMBER TEN;No;0;L;;;;10;N;;;;;
11C64;BHAIKSUKI NUMBER TWENTY;No;0;L;;;;20;N;;;;;
11C65;BHAIKSUKI NUMBER THIRTY;No;0;L;;;;30;N;;;;;
11C66;BHAIKSUKI NUMBER FORTY;No;0;L;;;;40;N;;;;;
11C67;BHAIKSUKI NUMBER FIFTY;No;0;L;;;;50;N;;;;;
11C68;BHAIKSUKI NUMBER SIXTY;No;0;L;;;;60;N;;;;;
11C69;BHAIKSUKI NUMBER SEVENTY;No;0;L;;;;70;N;;;;;
11C6A;BHAIKSUKI NUMBER EIGHTY;No;0;L;;;;80;N;;;;;
11C6B;BHAIKSUKI NUMBER NINETY;No;0;L;;;;90;N;;;;;
11C6C;BHAIKSUKI HUNDREDS UNIT MARK;No;0;L;;;;100;N;;;;;
4.2 Linebreaking
Linebreaking properties of Bhaiksuki characters given in the data format of LineBreak.txt:
11C00..11C08; AL # LETTER A .. LETTER VOCALIC L
11C0A..11C2E; AL # LETTER E .. LETTER HA
11C2F..11C36; CM # VOWEL SIGN AA .. VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC L
11C38..11C3F; CM # VOWEL SIGN E .. VIRAMA
11C40; AL # SIGN AVAGRAHA
11C41..11C45; BA # DANDA .. GAP FILLER-2
11C50..11C59; NU # DIGIT ZERO .. DIGIT NINE
11C5A..11C6C; AL # NUMBER ONE .. HUNDREDS UNIT MARK
4.3 ‘Confusable’ Characters
Some Bhaiksuki characters resemble those found in other scripts encoded in the UCS:
11C14 BHAIKSUKI LETTER CHA ; 11197 SHARADA LETTER CHA
11C19 BHAIKSUKI LETTER TTHA ; 1119C SHARADA LETTER TTHA
11C3E BHAIKSUKI SIGN VISARGA ; 0983 BENGALI SIGN VISARGA
11C41 BHAIKSUKI DANDA ; 0964 DEVANAGARI DANDA
11C42 BHAIKSUKI DOUBLE DANDA ; 0965 DEVANAGARI DOUBLE DANDA
11C50 BHAIKSUKI DIGIT ZERO ; 0966 DEVANAGARI DIGIT ZERO
11C57 BHAIKSUKI DIGIT SEVEN ; 09ED BENGALI DIGIT SEVEN
There are also letters, consonant-vowel combinations, and conjuncts within the script that resemble each
other and may be ‘confusable’. Detailed comparisons of such resemblances is given in figures 32 and 33.
The most apparent is the following:
11C19 BHAIKSUKI LETTER TTHA ; 11C20 BHAIKSUKI LETTER DHA
4.4 Syllabic Categories
Syllabic categories given in the data format of IndicSyllabicCategory.txt:
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# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Bindu
11C3C ; Bindu # Mn SIGN CANDRABINDU
11C3D ; Bindu # Mn SIGN ANUSVARA
# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Visarga
11C3E ; Visarga # Mc SIGN VISARGA
# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Virama
11C3F ; Virama # Mn SIGN VIRAMA
# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Vowel_Independent
11C00..11C0D ; Vowel_Independent # Lo [14] LETTER A .. LETTER AU
# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Vowel_Dependent
11C2F ; Vowel_Dependent # Mc [3] VOWEL SIGN AA
11C30..11C36 ; Vowel_Dependent # Mn [8] VOWEL SIGN I .. VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC L
11C38..11C3B ; Vowel_Dependent # Mc [2] VOWEL SIGN E .. VOWEL SIGN AU
# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Consonant
11C0E..11C2E ; Consonant # Lo [34] LETTER KA .. LETTER HA
4.5 Matra Categories
Matra categories given in the data format of IndicMatraCategory.txt:
# Indic_Matra_Category=Right
11C2F ; Right # Mc VOWEL SIGN AA
# Indic_Matra_Category=Top
11C30..11C31 ; Top # Mn [2] VOWEL SIGN I .. VOWEL SIGN II
# Indic_Matra_Category=Bottom
11C32..11C36 ; Bottom # Mn [5] VOWEL SIGN U .. VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC L
11C3F ; Bottom # Mn SIGN VIRAMA
# Indic_Matra_Category=Top_And_Right
11C38..11C3B ; Top_And_Right # Mc VOWEL SIGN E .. VOWEL SIGN AU
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11C6CBhaiksuki11C00
Various signs
11C3C $ 𑰼 BHAIKSUKI SIGN CANDRABINDU
11C3D $ 𑰽 BHAIKSUKI SIGN ANUSVARA
11C3E $𑰾 BHAIKSUKI SIGN VISARGA
11C3F $ 𑰿 BHAIKSUKI SIGN VIRAMA
11C40 𑱀 BHAIKSUKI SIGN AVAGRAHA
Punctuation
11C41 𑱁 BHAIKSUKI DANDA
11C42 𑱂 BHAIKSUKI DOUBLE DANDA
11C43 𑱃 BHAIKSUKI WORD SEPARATOR
Gap fillers
11C44 𑱄 BHAIKSUKI GAP FILLER-1
11C45 𑱅 BHAIKSUKI GAP FILLER-2
Digits
11C50 𑱐 BHAIKSUKI DIGIT ZERO
11C51 𑱑 BHAIKSUKI DIGIT ONE
11C52 𑱒 BHAIKSUKI DIGIT TWO
11C53 𑱓 BHAIKSUKI DIGIT THREE
11C54 𑱔 BHAIKSUKI DIGIT FOUR
11C55 𑱕 BHAIKSUKI DIGIT FIVE
11C56 𑱖 BHAIKSUKI DIGIT SIX
11C57 𑱗 BHAIKSUKI DIGIT SEVEN
11C58 𑱘 BHAIKSUKI DIGIT EIGHT
11C59 𑱙 BHAIKSUKI DIGIT NINE
Numbers
11C5A 𑱚 BHAIKSUKI NUMBER ONE
11C5B 𑱛 BHAIKSUKI NUMBER TWO
11C5C 𑱜 BHAIKSUKI NUMBER THREE
11C5D 𑱝 BHAIKSUKI NUMBER FOUR
11C5E 𑱞 BHAIKSUKI NUMBER FIVE
11C5F 𑱟 BHAIKSUKI NUMBER SIX
11C60 𑱠 BHAIKSUKI NUMBER SEVEN
11C61 𑱡 BHAIKSUKI NUMBER EIGHT
11C62 𑱢 BHAIKSUKI NUMBER NINE
11C63 𑱣 BHAIKSUKI NUMBER TEN
11C64 𑱤 BHAIKSUKI NUMBER TWENTY
11C65 𑱥 BHAIKSUKI NUMBER THIRTY
11C66 𑱦 BHAIKSUKI NUMBER FORTY
11C67 𑱧 BHAIKSUKI NUMBER FIFTY
11C68 𑱨 BHAIKSUKI NUMBER SIXTY
11C69 𑱩 BHAIKSUKI NUMBER SEVENTY
11C6A 𑱪 BHAIKSUKI NUMBER EIGHTY
11C6B 𑱫 BHAIKSUKI NUMBER NINETY
11C6C 𑱬 BHAIKSUKI HUNDREDS UNIT MARK
Independent vowels
11C00 𑰀 BHAIKSUKI LETTER A
11C01 𑰁 BHAIKSUKI LETTER AA
11C02 𑰂 BHAIKSUKI LETTER I
11C03 𑰃 BHAIKSUKI LETTER II
11C04 𑰄 BHAIKSUKI LETTER U
11C05 𑰅 BHAIKSUKI LETTER UU
11C06 𑰆 BHAIKSUKI LETTER VOCALIC R
11C07 𑰇 BHAIKSUKI LETTER VOCALIC RR
11C08 𑰈 BHAIKSUKI LETTER VOCALIC L
11C09 " <reserved>
11C0A 𑰊 BHAIKSUKI LETTER E
11C0B 𑰋 BHAIKSUKI LETTER AI
11C0C 𑰌 BHAIKSUKI LETTER O
11C0D 𑰍 BHAIKSUKI LETTER AU
Consonants
11C0E 𑰎 BHAIKSUKI LETTER KA
11C0F 𑰏 BHAIKSUKI LETTER KHA
11C10 𑰐 BHAIKSUKI LETTER GA
11C11 𑰑 BHAIKSUKI LETTER GHA
11C12 𑰒 BHAIKSUKI LETTER NGA
11C13 𑰓 BHAIKSUKI LETTER CA
11C14 𑰔 BHAIKSUKI LETTER CHA
11C15 𑰕 BHAIKSUKI LETTER JA
11C16 𑰖 BHAIKSUKI LETTER JHA
11C17 𑰗 BHAIKSUKI LETTER NYA
11C18 𑰘 BHAIKSUKI LETTER TTA
11C19 𑰙 BHAIKSUKI LETTER TTHA
11C1A 𑰚 BHAIKSUKI LETTER DDA
11C1B 𑰛 BHAIKSUKI LETTER DDHA
11C1C 𑰜 BHAIKSUKI LETTER NNA
11C1D 𑰝 BHAIKSUKI LETTER TA
11C1E 𑰞 BHAIKSUKI LETTER THA
11C1F 𑰟 BHAIKSUKI LETTER DA
11C20 𑰠 BHAIKSUKI LETTER DHA
11C21 𑰡 BHAIKSUKI LETTER NA
11C22 𑰢 BHAIKSUKI LETTER PA
11C23 𑰣 BHAIKSUKI LETTER PHA
11C24 𑰤 BHAIKSUKI LETTER BA
11C25 𑰥 BHAIKSUKI LETTER BHA
11C26 𑰦 BHAIKSUKI LETTER MA
11C27 𑰧 BHAIKSUKI LETTER YA
11C28 𑰨 BHAIKSUKI LETTER RA
11C29 𑰩 BHAIKSUKI LETTER LA
11C2A 𑰪 BHAIKSUKI LETTER VA
11C2B 𑰫 BHAIKSUKI LETTER SHA
11C2C 𑰬 BHAIKSUKI LETTER SSA
11C2D 𑰭 BHAIKSUKI LETTER SA
11C2E 𑰮 BHAIKSUKI LETTER HA
Dependent vowel signs
11C2F $𑰯 BHAIKSUKI VOWEL SIGN AA
11C30 $ 𑰰 BHAIKSUKI VOWEL SIGN I
11C31 $ 𑰱 BHAIKSUKI VOWEL SIGN II
11C32 $ 𑰲 BHAIKSUKI VOWEL SIGN U
11C33 $ 𑰳 BHAIKSUKI VOWEL SIGN UU
11C34 $ 𑰴 BHAIKSUKI SIGN VOCALIC R
11C35 $ 𑰵 BHAIKSUKI SIGN VOCALIC RR
11C36 $ 𑰶 BHAIKSUKI SIGN VOCALIC L
11C37 " <reserved>
11C38 $ 𑰸 BHAIKSUKI VOWEL SIGN E
11C39 $𑰹 BHAIKSUKI VOWEL SIGN AI
11C3A $𑰺 BHAIKSUKI VOWEL SIGN O
11C3B $𑰻 BHAIKSUKI VOWEL SIGN AU
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Figure 3: Transliteration of Folio 2 of the Candrālaṃkāra from figure 2.
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Figure 4: A statue of Buddha from Gaya, Bihar with a Bhaiksuki inscription (enlarged) on the base
plate.
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Figure 6: Bhaiksuki vowels (from Dimitrov 2010: 75).
Figure 7: Bhaiksuki consonants (from Dimitrov 2010: 75).
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Figure 8: Consonant-vowel combinations with    (from Dimitrov 2010: 85).
Figure 9: Consonant-vowel combinations with    (from Dimitrov 2010: 86).
Figure 10: Consonant-vowel combinations with    (from Dimitrov 2010: 86).
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Figure 11: Consonant-vowel combinations with    (from Dimitrov 2010: 86).
Figure 12: Consonant-vowel combinations with    (from Dimitrov 2010: 87).
Figure 13: Consonant-vowel combinations with     (from Dimitrov 2010: 87).
Figure 14: Consonant-vowel combinations with     and   
 (from Dimitrov 2010: 87).
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Figure 15: Consonant-vowel combinations with    (from Dimitrov 2010: 87).
Figure 16: Consonant-vowel combinations with    (from Dimitrov 2010: 88).
Figure 17: Consonant-vowel combinations with    (from Dimitrov 2010: 88).
Figure 18: Consonant-vowel combinations with    (from Dimitrov 2010: 88).
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Figure 19: Examples of conjuncts with velar consonants (from Dimitrov 2010: 90).
Figure 20: Examples of conjuncts with palatal consonants (from Dimitrov 2010: 90–91).
Figure 21: Examples of conjuncts with retroflex consonants (from Dimitrov 2010: 91).
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Figure 22: Examples of conjuncts with dental consonants (from Dimitrov 2010: 91–92).
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Figure 23: Examples of conjuncts with labial consonants (from Dimitrov 2010: 93).
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Figure 24: Examples of conjuncts with nasal consonants (from Dimitrov 2010: 94).
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Figure 25: Examples of conjuncts with  (from Dimitrov 2010: 95).
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Figure 26: Examples of conjuncts with  (from Dimitrov 2010: 96).
Figure 27: Examples of conjuncts with  (from Dimitrov 2010: 96).
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Figure 28: Examples of conjuncts with  (from Dimitrov 2010: 97).
Figure 29: Examples of conjuncts with sibilant consonants (from Dimitrov 2010: 97–98).
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Figure 30: Examples of conjuncts with ha (from Dimitrov 2010: 98).
Figure 31: Examples of conjuncts with geminate consonants (from Dimitrov 2010: 98–99).
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Figure 32: Examples of Bhaiksuki letters, consonant-vowel combinations, and conjuncts which can
be easily confused with each other (from Dimitrov 2010: 90). Additional examples are given in
figure 33.
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Figure 33: Additional examples of Bhaiksuki letters, consonant-vowel combinations, and conjuncts
which can be easily confused with each other (from Dimitrov 2010: 91).
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Figure 34: Some Bhaiksuki numbers (from Dimitrov 2010: 54).
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Figure 35: Chart of digits (‘figure-numerals’) that occur in Buddhist Sanskrit manuscripts kept at
the Cambridge University Library (from Bendall 1883).
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Bhai. Sid. Sha. Dev.
 𑰀 𑖀 𑆃 अ
 𑰁 𑖁 𑆄 आ
 𑰂 𑖂 𑆅 इ
 𑰃 𑖃 𑆆 ई
 𑰄 𑖄 𑆇 उ
 𑰅 𑖅 𑆈 ऊ
. 𑰆 𑖆 𑆉 ऋ
. 𑰇 𑖇 𑆊 ॠ
. 𑰈 𑖈 𑆋 ऌ
. — 𑖉 𑆌 ॡ
 𑰊 𑖊 𑆍 ए
 𑰋 𑖋 𑆎 ऐ
 𑰌 𑖌 𑆏 ओ
 𑰍 𑖍 𑆐 औ
Bhai. Sid. Sha. Dev.
  ◌𑰯 ◌𑖯 ◌ 𑆳 ◌ा
  ◌ 𑰰 ◌ 𑖰 𑆴◌ ◌ि
  ◌ 𑰱 ◌𑖱 ◌𑆵 ◌ी
  ◌ 𑰲 ◌ 𑖲 ◌ 𑆶 ◌ ु
  ◌ 𑰳 ◌ 𑖳 ◌ 𑆷 ◌ ू
 . ◌ 𑰴 ◌ 𑖴 ◌ 𑆸 ◌ ृ
 . ◌ 𑰵 ◌ 𑖵 ◌ 𑆹 ◌ ॄ
 . ◌ 𑰶 — ◌ 𑆺 ◌ ॢ
 . — — ◌ 𑆻 ◌ ॣ
  ◌ 𑰸 ◌ 𑖸 ◌ 𑆼 ◌ े
  ◌𑰹 ◌ 𑖹 ◌ 𑆽 ◌ ै
  ◌𑰺 ◌𑖺 ◌ 𑆾 ◌ो
  ◌𑰻 ◌𑖻 ◌𑆿 ◌ौ
Table 19: Comparison of vowel letters and signs of Bhaiksuki, Siddham, Sharada, and Devanagari.
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Bhai. Sid. Sha. Dev.
 𑰎 𑖎 𑆑 क
 𑰏 𑖏 𑆒 ख
 𑰐 𑖐 𑆓 ग
 𑰑 𑖑 𑆔 घ
 𑰒 𑖒 𑆕 ङ
 𑰓 𑖓 𑆖 च
 𑰔 𑖔 𑆗 छ
 𑰕 𑖕 𑆘 ज
 𑰖 𑖖 𑆙 झ
 𑰗 𑖗 𑆚 ञ
 𑰘 𑖘 𑆛 ट
 𑰙 𑖙 𑆜 ठ
 𑰚 𑖚 𑆝 ड
 𑰛 𑖛 𑆞 ढ
 𑰜 𑖜 𑆟 ण
 𑰝 𑖝 𑆠 त
 𑰞 𑖞 𑆡 थ
Bhai. Sid. Sha. Dev.
 𑰟 𑖟 𑆢 द
 𑰠 𑖠 𑆣 ध
 𑰡 𑖡 𑆤 न
 𑰢 𑖢 𑆥 प
 𑰣 𑖣 𑆦 फ
 𑰤 𑖤 𑆧 ब
 𑰥 𑖥 𑆨 भ
 𑰦 𑖦 𑆩 म
 𑰧 𑖧 𑆪 य
 𑰨 𑖨 𑆫 र
 𑰩 𑖩 𑆬 ल
 𑰪 𑖪 𑆮 व
 𑰫 𑖫 𑆯 श
 𑰬 𑖬 𑆰 ष
 𑰭 𑖭 𑆱 स
 𑰮 𑖮 𑆲 ह
Table 20: Comparison of consonant letters of Bhaiksuki, Siddham, Sharada, and Devanagari.
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